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CHAPTER 1
. . .and he began to live like the madman
he was certain he had become.

T

HE PLACID SEAS of Jadus were renowned within the
Skocian Domain because of their constant, gentle winds
and friendly skies. The wealthy of distant worlds journeyed
to Jadus to compete in the races held between great, multi-masted vessels. Paradoxically, many broken and dismayed people of
distant worlds also came to live in secluded sanctuary on the
countless pleasant beaches of Jadus’ island world.
Kethra had been neither, being not only a native but a
daughter of the Jadian regent.
Hayden had been both.
Legend said that God loved the Jadians and their peaceful
and humane ways, granting them the color of royal purple for
their eyes. Such beauty was a constant reminder to all who looked
upon them of God’s gracious gift. Kethra was no exception to her
race.
The rulers of the Skocian Domain had long since placed sentimental legends, along with any other thought to the existence of
God, safely among the collected folklore of their conquered
worlds.
Nevertheless, for those from planets other than Jadus, it was
a little unsettling at first to behold a Jadian: pale olive skin beneath
an ebony-crowned head and eyes the color of deep amethyst that
seemed to peer quietly into a world no Skocian could see.
When the first Skocian proconsul set foot on Jadus and
claimed it as territory for the Domain, the undisturbed Jadian
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regent invited him to lunch and amiably granted his every
demand. Taxes demanded by a Skocian overlord really were no
issue to the Jadians whose food grew profusely on trees, available
to everyone for the picking.
The planet was not strategically located to make it a major
military outpost, so it became more or less a resort community for
the other planets of the Domain. The Jadians cared little for
money beyond the necessity of excellent books and musical instruments. There were no coveted minerals to stimulate exploration of
the planet’s resources.
Jadus was a world composed mainly of water, and the
Skocians were welcome to all they could carry, along with the fish.
So this quiet, lovely planet was added to the ten-planet Domain—
despite each succeeding Skocian governor’s uneasy feeling that the
Jadians were only humoring Skocia into thinking it ruled them.
As for the Jadians, they well understood the secret of taking no
thought of what they should eat or wear.
This was the world to which the powerful Hayden Bass had
chosen to escape. Deftly avoiding the Domain’s media correspondents at every turn and using an assumed identity, he purchased
an uninhabited island, along with a small hydrotrans. There he
deposited meager provisions into a survival shelter and began to
live like the madman he was certain he had become.
He soon found the simple life brought him more happiness
than the ceaseless struggle for some unseen and unknown point of
sanity and peace of mind to which he had previously dedicated
himself. The stark simplicity of this Jadian shore was better suited
to his present reality than living in the wake of his own former
notoriety; better than the oppressive weight of his rightful sovereignty.
He simply no longer cared about the affairs of the Domain.
That realization had hit him suddenly, too strongly to question
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and too persistently to spend time analyzing. The “why” of his
sudden need to flee his reign seemed unimportant at the time. A
Skocian soul was not easily vulnerable to the torment of guilt—
particularly the soul of a Lord Arc Rhegma. Yet the suicide of his
wife had shaken a place within himself that he had not known
existed.
His remorse, although carefully placed within the scope of
his inability to help her, had awakened a silent ocean of unanswered questions. Hayden was determined to break that silence
and find answers, even at the cost of a self-inflicted exile.
Looking back into his memories, now so faint they seemed
to belong to another man, he knew Jerica had been an excellent
choice for a wife in his former circumstances. Her background was
in keeping with the demand of his position as the only successor
to the senatorial state of Rhegma. Succeeding Lords Arc Rhegma
had held the place of Skoclan political ascendancy for one hundred and sixty generations.
A Triad of elected consuls had served as pawns of each successive Lord, and the interplanetary trade routes had been their
garden paths. For so young a senator, Hayden differed from his
celebrated ancestors only in his ability to surpass their conquests.
Such a lord must have a mate with a genealogy equal to his for his
children to have the proper lineage.
And that Jerica had. He had never loved her, nor even expected to from the beginning, but he had expected her to fulfill her
duties as wife of the Lord Arc Rhegma. However, she had been
frail, beautiful, brilliant—and insane. She was in need of personal
refuge, but unable to accept his willingness to provide it. As soon
as Hayden discovered the truth about his beautiful wife, he began
trying to institute divorce proceedings. When their son, Herron,
was born, he abandoned the attempt and resigned himself to an
unhappy marriage.
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According to the laws of the Domain, divorce was not
allowed after the production of an heir within an officially contracted marriage between members of the One Thousand
Patrician Families. The years passed quickly, and even separation
became increasingly more difficult as her insanity overtook her.
Then, suddenly she was gone—death having come by her
own hand. Hayden was left with a twelve-year-old son full of
accusation, contempt, and condemnation for a father whom he
blamed for his mother’s death. Herron had been very close to his
mother, in spite of her mental problems. Hayden soon realized
that to have allowed such closeness had been his great mistake.
Jerica’s illness had turned on her husband as a focus, and she had
transferred her paranoid ideas about Hayden to their son.
But even that grew not to matter now on Jadus. The sorrow
only bothered him sometimes at sunset, when the breezes no
longer murmured in the trees, and the world became almost too
silent. After one such night, an unseasonable storm broke just
before dawn. Arriving with a sudden violence alien to Jadus, it
seemed as though the glittering ocean had awakened and become
enraged with its own lethargy.
As the torrent grew to a gale, Hayden fought a difficult path
upward to the summit of his island. Breathless, he braced himself
against the storm’s fury. Through the pounding rain, he spotted a
sloop bobbing frantically in the blackened waves, just beyond the
reach of the safety of the shore. Tho sloop veered recklessly, helpless in the great wind. Suddenly it speared out toward the high
reef. Now he could barely make out one small form—perhaps a
child—struggling with the jib!
With little thought to danger and mindful only of the child,
Hayden bolted down the ragged slope of the promontory and
leaped into his hydrotrans. Securing the restraints as the power
pak ignited, he plowed for the open sea. The whirlwind tossed his
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craft around like a toy and the rain beat harder against him, blinding his course.
When he came nearer the sloop, he cut back the engine and
unleashed the straps. Bracing himself, he stood, straining for signs
of the child. The sloop’s mast had disappeared.
“Hold on!” he shouted toward the deep.
Suddenly, the waves overtook the craft with so great a force
that it drowned his words under the deluge. The fierce weight of
the massive pounding dragged him under. Don’t give up! You have
known worse...he cried within himself as he struggled to the surface; only to be plunged under again! Straining upward and dizzy
for air, he burst through the lashing waves.
A broken mast jutted up through the surface at his arm’s
length. Just beyond it, out of the black, he saw the child and heard
the scream. A moment later, when the two reached each other
through the seemingly merciless waves, Hayden realized the shipwrecked sailor was no child. Who could she be! Sailing alone before
dawn! Another painful cry drew him closer toward her, and a
moment later they grasped the splintered mast. Together, man and
woman, they fought back the sea until the sea could no longer
hold back the safe embrace of the rising shore.
He married her within the same season
In those first weeks after her rescue, Kethra had thought
Hayden to be simply another typical, off-world dreamer. On his
part, he found her disarming, being unaccustomed to the warm
depths of lucid wisdom in such a companion. She was to him as
light and song, unraveling his facades while, at the same time,
offering him unexpected vistas on life.
He had no defense against her complex simplicity, and he
soon grew to realize that he needed none. He was safe under her
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touch upon his inner self; resplendent though it was and shattering in a most pleasant way.
That winter, the ruling Consate of Skocia discovered his
retreat. Communiqués began and persisted from the three elected
ruling consuls—the feared Triad. Incensed by Hayden’s negligence
they demanded that he return and take up his responsibilities as
Head of State. After four more years of island life with Kethra,
Hayden yielded to duty, returned to Skocia and mounted the dais
of Rhegma. Surveying the capitol city of Dras, he once again stood
at the right of the Triad of consuls.
The One Thousand were outraged by his marriage to an
alien, even though Kethra was from one of the “civilized” ten
planets. They knew her marriage to Hayden had endowed her
with all of the privileges of Patrician status. She would even be
named his successor should he die before Herron was of age. No
holder of such a high offIce had committed this social infraction
in the archives of all their history.
In spite of believing Hayden Bass had done an abominable
thing, no voice was raised in open protest. All knew too well the
possible ramifications of doing so. His personal wealth alone
could threaten their monetary system. No senator was yet willing
to devalue his investments over a politically unsound marriage,
much less place himself as Hayden Bass’ enemy for the sake of tradition. Yet, as the months passed, it proved to be much more than
tradition that the Lord Arc Rhegma was breaking.
Behind the guarded reaction and careful social details of the
ruling Thousand, their thoughts collaborated on what appeared to
them as a streak of anarchy massing within the boundaries of
Rhegma.
“Was he not more imposing since this voyage to the islands
of Jadus...yet, now in a different way?”
“He has notions of strange innovations—curious ideas on
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diplomacy: share-trade agreements, clemency, voluntary military
enlistment...”
“...Some have heard that he studies Arc Selikus...a madman
as no other! He was dangerous enough before!”
And so Hayden Bass became an offense, and one to be
feared. His new concepts exposed the Consate’s most dreaded
imagination: the loosening of the power they had so long fought
to assure.
Ironically, Hayden’s most demonstrative opponent was his
son, Herron, a young man after the heart of his people. What little feeling that still existed between father and son vanished when
Hayden’s second son, Marcus, was born to Kethra only weeks after
their arrival in Dras.
Five years of continuing strife with Herron and his supporters had proved to be an enormous drain on Hayden’s family as
well. To ease matters, he surprised Kethra with a holiday on one
of the tropical planets in the Domain.
Five priority-one communiqués pursued him in the two days
since launching from Skocia. He dealt with them begrudgingly,
giving way to necessary duty. It proved easier to leave Skocia than
for Skocia to leave him.
But this night, the atmosphere of the interplanetary cruiser
had settled to a satisfactory calm. Above their bed, the cabin’s great
dome shimmered with an ocean of stars, burning like watch fires
in the night.
...The warrior threw down his sword and pulled off his
mask. To her amazement, she saw that he was the king! “I
free you from your patrons oath,” he said, “but kill me
now, for without your love, I will perish.”
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Hayden’s voice faded away. His wife had fallen asleep while
he spun one of the impromptu fables he often made up for her
delight. Thoughtfully, he wound a soft strand of her hair between
his fingers and watched her as she dreamed.
Seeing her so, he wondered what visions might be dancing
within that beloved head; what distant dream seas she might be
sailing.
From across their starlit cabin, the compilator medius signaled a silent, luminous message once again. Hayden carefully
arose from Kethra’s side, wrapped his ankle-length skirt about him
and acknowledged the com in a low voice.
“Lord Bass, your parties have responded. Would you care to
take the message now?”
“Yes, continue,” he said, after a short hesitation and a sideways look at Kethra. Unlike the earlier communiqués, this message was one he was anxious to receive.
The compilator operator added, “Lord Herron makes no
reply.”
Hayden stiffened, then wondered why he should be surprised.
“All right,” he replied, “please continue.”
A shallow, circular well in the middle of the cabin filled with
a hazy gray light from floor to ceiling, a light that quickly took
shape and color. Marcus, his five-year-old son apparently stood
before him. Hayden eased himself back down onto a narrow
chaise, eyes fixed on the replica, and a smile tilted the corners of
his mouth.
Quiet, yet convincing as usual, Marcus sighed and paused
briefly before he began to speak.
“I was glad to see you, Father. I miss you.” his small dark head
dropped a little as he spoke. Then he looked up thoughtfully, clearly
showing his mother’s royal-colored eyes.
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“Fleet is very fine. I took her for a walk today by myself.
When I am old enough to ride, she will be old enough to carry
me.”
Hayden laughed. When he and Kethra had left on this excursion, he had surprised Marcus with a young mare.
“I am doing just what Aunt Meva tells me. I like it here, next
to home. She showed me the star you are going to visit. I look at
it every night. It is very pretty.”
At that point, the hazy gray light expanded, revealing
Hayden’s aunt standing in the background.
“We are doing well. Marcus is a very good boy, but he wants
to sleep in the stables with Fleet. l explained that he would have
to wait until he was older.”
With that, she knelt beside the little boy, and they both
waved a goodbye.
Hayden leaned back on the chaise. He did nor hear Kethra’s
footsteps as she crossed the cabin and came to stand behind him,
for his thoughts were far from the site of their little sabbatical.
She watched him quietly, taking in his form as she loved to
do, while studying his demeanor. He was tall, regal, and knit
together with a graceful strength. His princely face bore a soft
friendliness, although the deep brow and determined mouth
etched a valiant formidableness. His blue-gray eyes were unwavering, whether in private thought or before a multitude. Those eyes
could melt stone or freeze fire. That was one of the first things she
had noticed about him.
He sensed her presence and reached up to take her hand.
“I woke you.” he said ruefully.
“Only by your absence,” she replied lovingly, as she glided
under his welcoming embrace and curled up beside him on the
chaise.
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“You always know me right thing to say. I have need of you
in my next debate.”
“I’m sure the other senators would be exceedingly grateful for
my comments,” she laughed mischievously.
“Did you see the com?”
She nodded and said, “Especially the part about sleeping in
the stables. Do you think he will be uncivilized like his mother?”
“I hope so,” Hayden said, smiling. “In fact, what would you
think of taking him to Jadus for the next few years? Events seem
to be allowing a period of calm on the dais. There are things he
should learn from your world, while he is still young, things he
cannot learn on Skocia or Rhegma.”
Kethra studied Harden closely He was very thoughtful
tonight and wore an expression she had never seen before.
“Are you that worried about Herron?” she asked in her direct
way, never one to avoid issues or unpleasant subjects.
She had touched on a private fear of Hayden’s. Herron’s
hatred for his father was surpassed only by his disgust for his halfbrother, whom he refused to acknowledge.
In spite of recurring uneasiness concerning the possible
actions of his older son, Hayden replied, “I am more concerned
for what life on Skocia will do to Marcus. He is extraordinary—
neither Jadian nor Skocian, but the best of us both. He must come
to understand what that means.”
Kethra felt the pain that Hayden would not express, the pain
of knowing his older son’s ambitions and talents were a glaring
reflection of himself as he once had been, combined with an
inherited taint of madness from Jerica. ln addition, Kethra
endured her own pain. Marcus, the youngest Bass, would not rule
during Herron’s life. But should he ascend to the rulership, a
strong possibility since he was eighteen years Herron’s junior,
Marcus would be despised for his Jadian heritage as she had been.
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If that happened, however, rule Marcus must! And she knew
it would be with a fortitude that would shake his world. But, for
now, this was along-awaited holiday, and she sought to recapture
the mood they had shared before the message from Marcus and
Meva.
“Tell me the rest of the story. I missed the ending.” she whispered, turning his thoughts back to her and their time together.
He closed his eyes, as he attempted to recall the threads of the
rambling saga he had created for her amusement. After a
moment’s thought, he continued:
And the king said to her, “Without your love, I will perish.” The forest princess lowered her bow with a trembling
hand, for he was not so like a warrior now, but she saw
that he was gentle and fair. “Because you give me my freedom, I will give you my love,” she said.“And still I will fulfill my father’s pledge...but please, do not take me away
from my woodland,” she entreated. And so the king of the
shore came to live in the woodlands; but, it is said that the
sea still sings of his mighty deeds and of the love that won
him away...
“Leave me not for without you I would perish I love you.”
Kethra whispered.
Hayden’s face softened in the way it always did when she
spoke those words.
“Did Ever thank you for loving me?” he asked, as he held her
closer still His expression told her his question was completely
serious
“Why should you thank me for doing the only thing I wish
to do?”
He caught his breath, struck once again by her radiance. No,
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not in a millennium, could he ever know the limit to which he
loved her or the depths to which she moved him.
Later that night, they were unaware when the helm crew
frantically scattered to the engineering controls in a free-fall effort
to reduce speed.
Minutes later, the inertia shields silently disintegrated as the
two slept peacefully together on the narrow chaise, the cruiser
with its precious living cargo vaporized into a cloud of white dust.
Beyond the dark gulf of space, a little boy kept watch for a
certain bright star just above Skocia’s rising moon.
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